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Abstract
Menu management and analysis is commonly performed by food and beverage establishments to develop, monitor, and modify menu items. However, previous studies seldom associate and study menu management functions concurrently. These functions include but are not limited to menu planning, menu design, menu pricing, menu operation and menu analysis. This exploratory study explored the measures taken by SME restaurant decision-makers in managing their menus. Participants put forward that the measures taken to manage their menus within their establishments are limited by their capabilities and conditions. Participants identified key activities of menu management and analysis as menu development and modification, menu positioning, menu operational efficiency as well as menu pricing and cost control. At the same time, findings showed that key considerations should be given to employees, customers, restaurant resources and the business environment when making decisions pertaining to menu management and analysis. Practitioners in Kuala Lumpur commonly operate their restaurants without specific menu management method, but manages their respective menus depending on the business environment, resources, and capabilities. Furthermore, practitioners seek operational examples and take pricing references from other successful competitors. This study presents that a balance of both quantitative analytics and qualitative reasoning are key to achieving menu profitability.

Introduction
In a restaurant, the menu is an essential document to communicate food and beverage offerings whereby if properly designed and managed, it can position and market highly profitable items for the restaurant (Antun & Gustafson, 2005). According to Kincaid & Corsun (2003), menu management should ensure that value and satisfaction are maintained while achieving profits. While there are ample of methods that suggest the best ways to manage and analyse a menu, existing literature has mostly discussed about methods developed based on theory and seldom from a practical perspective (Lai, Karim, Krauss, & Ishak, 2019). Existing
literature regarding menu management and analysis for restaurants are very theoretical and quantitative driven, developed to achieve the financial goals of a restaurant (Ozdemir & Caliskan, 2014). That said, practitioners seldom apply completely what is suggested in the research literature as certain implications may seem theoretically feasible but would be impractical to be implemented (Raab & Zemke, 2016). This preliminary study hypothesizes that practitioners do what they do because it is what makes sense to them, considering their current working conditions and business environments. If existing methods on menu management and analysis are only applied partially, sophisticated methods would never be considered by independent restaurant businesses. Hence, this paper sheds light on key practical activities on managing menu profitability among SME restaurant establishments in Kuala Lumpur. It is worth exploring and noting what is being done by practitioners considering current theoretical trends and recommendations.

**Literature Review**

Menu management and analysis consists of the actions performed to develop, track, and modify the menu of a restaurant consistently. However according to Ozdemir & Caliskan (2014), existing research in this domain is relatively independent as menu management is a concept that researchers and practitioners seldom recognize. Ozdemir & Caliskan's (2014) review paper explored prominent studies associated with the domain of menu management that categorized key activities into menu planning, menu pricing, menu designing, menu operating and menu analysis. Although these functions are commonly performed by practitioners, researchers seldom associate and examine these functions concurrently. During the development of a menu, Morrison (1997) suggests considering the costs, profitability, skills of employees and availability of ingredients before finalizing menu items. This concept is similar to Osterwalder & Pigneur's (2010) business model canvas which borrows from marketing and management theory in considering environmental factors before conforming to a certain strategy.
Menu Development

The model depicted in Figure 1 developed by Jones & Mifli (2001) highlights the key activities performed during menu development and analysis based on chain restaurants in the UK. It is an ongoing process of reiterating menu items to achieve optimum profitability. Once a menu is launched, decision-makers would conduct menu analysis to determine the popularity and profitability of every menu item. If required, underperforming menu items will be either modified or eliminated followed by introducing new menu items. This view is supported by Glanz et al. (2007) as a menu should always receive updates to attract and retain customers.

Figure 1 Menu development and analysis (Jones & Mifli, 2001)
**Menu Effectiveness**

Figure 2 shows a framework for reviewing menu effectiveness. This review is important to determine the modifications required to improve menu items. As proposed by Ojugo & Rymer (2009), the activities comprise pricing strategy review, price elasticity, and menu engineering. As agreed by many researchers, the price of the menu heavily influences the purchase decisions of customers. Hence, Iglesias & Guillén (2004) proposed to consider both the perceived monetary price and non-monetary price when evaluating the performance of menu items. Using this approach, managers can then understand how much more they can charge on different menu items. This is because customers would compare prices of similar menu items from other establishments, resulting in the fluctuation of demand towards the restaurant (Kelly, Kiefer, & Burdett, 1994). To tackle this, Raab, Mayer, Kim, & Shoemaker (2009) developed a price sensitivity measurement tool to assess a customer’s price sensitivity. Other researchers such as Naipaul & Parsa (2001) studied the effects of menu price endings towards value and quality perception. Researchers in the field of revenue management have even suggested incorporating demand-based variable pricing where the managers change the prices of their menu items to control demand and optimize margins (Heo, Lee, Mattila, & Hu, 2013; Kimes, 2010).
Research in menu analysis and engineering have evolved significantly from traditional methods towards more sophisticated methods borrowing techniques from the manufacturing industry. Because these methods are more quantitative, they lack the qualitative considerations of labour and customer satisfaction when evaluating menu item performance (Taylor & Brown, 2007). This results in the lack of rigour as well as missing opportunities when making decisions.

Traditional methods of menu analysis pioneered by Kasavana & Smith (1982) and Pavesic (1983) rely on matrix based models to account for sales volume, margins and costs of menu items. Thereafter Bayou & Bennett (1992), Cohen, Mesika, & Schwartz (1998), Hayes & Huffman (1985) and LeBruto, Quain, & Ashley (1995) introduced more variables such as weighted contribution margin and even labour costs to more accurately analyse menu item profitability. Later, researchers began to adapt activity based costing into menu analysis which allocates all fixed and variable costs of the restaurant into menu items (Dalci, Tanis, & Kosan, 2010; Kaplan & Anderson, 2007; Raab & Mayer, 2007; Raab, Mayer, & Shoemaker, 2010). An activity based costing model by Raab (2003) shown in Figure 3 depicts the depth and comprehensiveness of the method as it allocates costs from both front of house and back of house functions of the restaurant into each menu item.

On the other hand, Fang & Hsu (2012), O'Donnell, Rao, & Battese (2008), Reynolds & Taylor (2011) and Taylor, Reynolds, & Brown (2009) have attempted to apply data envelopment analysis to measure the efficiency of menu items within a restaurant. This method considers the efficiency of input variables (ingredients, labour and preparation) versus output variables (sales, profit margin, popularity and price).
Restaurant Revenue Management

Another approach to menu management that focuses on optimizing restaurant operations and sales is revenue management. This concept was borrowed from the airline and hotel industry and there has been attempts to implement revenue management in restaurants to support better decision making and optimization of menu revenue (Kimes, Chase, Choi, Lee, & Ngonzi, 1998). Practical examples of restaurant revenue management are to manage anticipated demand through set menus and happy hour promotions to optimize revenue at all operational hours. According to Heo (2013), restaurants are considered non-traditional revenue management businesses, and hence possess several limitations in implementing revenue management concepts. Referring to the restaurant revenue management decision framework proposed by Noone & Maier (2015) in Figure 4, revenue management very much considers both internal and external data of the restaurant to develop effective decisions. While this is a proposed conceptual framework, it can be said that there is great potential to integrate menu analysis and revenue management functions together to perform better menu profitability management (Lai et al., 2019).

Limitations and Applicability of Existing Methods

Having identified that the key concepts of menu management consist of menu analysis and revenue management, researchers and practitioners who approach this topic from a practical perspective may express scepticism and limitations of applying such concepts within a practical setting. The successful application of menu analysis and revenue management techniques require consistent records of sales data, well defined strategy, knowledgeable and
committed teamwork within a restaurant to execute successful menu analysis and revenue management techniques (Etemad-Sajadi, 2018; Kimes & Beard, 2013; Raab & Zemke, 2016). The above literature review presents the major concepts that are commonly practiced within menu management. While in theory it makes sense to allocate specific costs to menu items and implementing demand-based variable pricing, recent studies suggest that there are limitations to these approach that restrict the effective implementation in daily operations.

Limitations of Menu Analysis Techniques
According to Jones & Mifli (2001), prior research work done on menu analysis were conceptual. A notable survey previously done by Morrison (1996) highlighted that menu decision makers shown no evidence of applying formal menu analysis methods in upscale Australian restaurants. The survey concluded that most respondents have good understanding in the costing of their menu items, but do not apply menu analysis tools within respective restaurants despite having theoretical knowledge in menu analysis. Essentially, most menu decision makers aim to focus on menu item quality and restaurant pride rather than short term profitability. Similarly, many respondents implied that associating labour costs and other operating costs were impractical due to the low profit multiplier effect. This notion was later supported by Taylor & Brown (2007) as well, proving that there was little practical success in allocating specific restaurant costs to menu items. This finding was also consistent where Raab & Zemke (2016) noted that independent restaurant managers were not familiar with the concept of activity based costing, and prefer to perform costing based on menu item contribution margin instead. That said, there is no significant research emphasizing the consistent application of menu analysis within independent restaurants.

Limitations of Restaurant Revenue Management
While revenue management techniques have previously been proven successful in the hotel and airline industry, restaurants face difficulties in implementing restaurant revenue management. A study done by Vieveen (2017) depicts that the business model of restaurants are more emotional, focusing on guest satisfaction to create return customers to maintain a stable revenue. Hotels and airlines on the other hand are more transactional, as the market perceives the hotel room and airline seat as a product. Henceforth, a personalized approach should be used to implement revenue management in restaurants. Not only that, Kimes & Beard (2013) stressed that there pose to be many challenges in regard to implementation and integration of revenue management techniques within traditionally managed restaurant establishments. Varini, Burgess, & Lane (2010) agreed that decision makers are facing challenges in identifying the new skills required to implement a revenue management program.

Application of Existing Methods in SMEs
As there were no significant literature highlighting the application of menu analysis and revenue management in SME restaurants, we can borrow findings from past studies that examine the challenges of SME restaurants. A study done by Kwong (2005) that applies menu engineering methods to SME restaurants concluded that menu decision makers primarily rely on qualitative judgements and experience to assume the popularity and profitability of their menu items whereby showing minor interests in applying menu analysis approaches. According to Salikin, Wahab, & Muhammad (2014), SMEs in Malaysia commonly face the constraints of management skills and the success of businesses depend on the entrepreneur’s
experience. For this reason, intellectual capital was considered as the most crucial success factor for SME establishments (Khalique, Isa, Shaari, & Ageel, 2011). At the same time, existing resources and assistance programs that guide SMEs in business management pose to be more theoretical than practical and hence resulted in the rise of SME failure rates (Chong, 2012). Due to the lack of management knowledge of most SME establishments in Malaysia, Ernst & Young (2018) reported that decision makers face difficulties in managing costs and improving productivity. That said, Gunto & Alias (2013) depicted that SMEs seldom focus on human resource training and development due to cost and time concerns. Henceforth, SME restaurants in Malaysia maybe incapable of implementing menu analysis and revenue management techniques effectively due to unavailability of proper infrastructure, knowledge, and tools.

In this paper, we explore measures taken by SME restaurant decision-makers in Kuala Lumpur to garner a better understanding of their chosen methods to menu management based on their operating business environment. Through this preliminary study, we set out to gain practical insights by identifying critical components of managing a menu in Kuala Lumpur.

Methodology

This exploratory study applied qualitative methods for data collection. Qualitative studies commonly support better understanding of contextual and complex organizational problems (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2002). Henceforth, a qualitative inquiry will provide more depth and understanding on the thought process in menu management of SME decision makers within this study. To depict findings from the point of view of SME decision makers, individual in-depth interviews were used as the primary method of data collection followed by observations and menu review. According to Alshenqeeti (2014), data collected through interviews reflect reality and yield more complete responses. Moreover, the intention of in-depth interviews are to understand the “lived experience” of the participants without generalizing the findings (Charmaz, 1990). Open-ended interviews were conducted with SME F&B business decision-makers representing a mix of SME F&B outlets found in Kuala Lumpur. The open-ended questions were designed to understand how decision-makers develop, monitor, and modify their menu.

Key areas of inquiry were:

1. How is it like to operate a SME restaurant within Kuala Lumpur?
2. What are the measures taken to ensure profitability within their respective restaurants?
3. What are the key considerations when implementing a menu management strategy?

As noted within the literature review, existing menu management methods were mostly developed based on theoretical implications. To explore this domain from a practical perspective, the first question provided researchers with a clearer understanding of the business environment for SME restaurant operators. This is followed by the second question, focusing on why decision makers do what they do according to their existing business environment. Through garnering a better understanding of the common practices done by practitioners, researchers can then conclude on the key concerns to focus on when developing practical menu management methods.

With that said, the key objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To understand the business environment of SME restaurants.
2. To explore actions performed by practitioners during unexpected circumstances.
3. To identify the prime considerations in menu management from a practical perspective.

This study employed a purposive maximum variation sampling approach to compile the best practices of SME F&B practitioners. The criteria for selecting SMEs was based on the specifications by SME Corp (2016), signifying that service-based businesses are those that operate with less than RM30 million per annum. Gathering insights from decision-makers of independent and multi-outlet SME’s allowed this study to explore variabilities in managing menu profitability by company size. Data collected reached saturation at 10 participants when participants from shared similar inferences regarding their considerations when managing a profitable menu. As highlighted by Dworkin (2012), research studies are considered saturated when there are no new relevant data that contribute to the research question. The recruited participants consisted of four multi-outlet decision-makers and six independent outlet decision-makers. Six decision-makers owned their respective businesses and the remaining four were hired decision-makers. Participant identities were kept anonymous and given pseudonyms for reporting purposes. Table 1 shows a summary of participant profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Decision Position</th>
<th>Maker's Type of Establishment</th>
<th>SME</th>
<th>Business Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ali</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahran</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chong</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Multi-outlet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Micro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firdaus</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Multi-outlet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gopal</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hafiz</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Multi-outlet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intan</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Multi-outlet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaafar</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Micro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Study Participant Profiles

The average duration of the in-depth interviews conducted were 45 minutes each. Interviews were intentionally open-ended and unguided to discover new content or ideas that were seldom discussed in present literature within the domain of menu analysis and revenue management. Probing during the interviews allowed for better understanding on the topics brought up by respondents. An interview guide assisted in understanding participants’ thought processes and challenges faced in menu management within their operating environments.

Data collected from the field was refined through template analysis. This method of analysis commonly defines priori themes to help ensure focus on the key areas of enquiry, supporting the development of existing theory (Brooks, McCluskey, Turley, & King, 2015). Template analysis organizes the first few transcripts into a template, thereafter examining the remaining transcripts to interpret data (King, Brooks, & Tabari, 2018). Interviews were first recorded and then transcribed. 68 pages of text data were generated through this process. NVIVO 12 qualitative data analysis software was used to organize and analyse the qualitative interview data. The transcripts were first reviewed to garner an understanding on the key activities performed pertaining to the research question. Initial codes were first developed from the first three transcripts to define a general template of ideas, and thereafter, subcategories were created subsequently upon analysing remaining transcripts.
A total of 435 codes were first developed, and thereafter assigned into 29 categories followed by defining 4 key themes based on interrater reliability performed among the authors and then reviewed by co-researchers knowledgeable in restaurant management research. While authors achieved an 80% consensus among the preliminary codes developed in terms of relevancy, there was only 65% of agreement on the proposed categories because there was no coding guide given. This was intentional for the purpose of this exploratory study to identify uncommon findings. Based upon the consensus among the authors’ subcategories, themes were then developed to devise a model emphasizing the key considerations of managing a menu for SME restaurants. Member checks were performed as necessary to acquire confirmation on findings. Similarly, triangulation was done to reaffirm participant’s viewpoints through workplace observations of management workflow and menu reviews. For example, the main categories derived by authors were presented over the phone to interview participants to seek their further affirmation. Field notes and photos were taken within the workplace to provide supportive evidence throughout data analysis that allows the authors to have more context in understanding each participant’s point of view while defining subcategories. This is relevant as the style of a restaurant’s menu will normally dictate the style of décor and workplace management (Taylor & Brown, 2007). Findings that contribute to the model was constantly compared against existing literature to identify differences and similarities showing potential gaps in menu management methods between researchers and practitioners.

Findings and Results
Through the categorization of codes, findings suggest that the actions performed during menu development and menu modification presented many similarities and hence was categorized together. On the other hand, when decision-makers were questioned on the method of monitoring their menu performance, findings show strong association with ideas supporting efficiency and maintaining consistency. In addition, the relevance of menu positioning and menu pricing emerged to be of importance when managing menu profitability. In this paper, the main reoccurring themes derived from the key activities will be discussed to understand what SME restaurant decision-makers do to stay afloat within Kuala Lumpur’s competitive restaurant industry.

Out of all the interviewed participants, decision-makers who are also owners often did not come from the food and beverage industry. Hence, they operated their restaurants through hiring experts and consultants, possessing an open mind to implementing changes while learning from examples and best practices. On the other hand, hired managers who are decision-makers of the establishment were commonly experienced and knowledgeable. These managers had more examples to share from past work experiences as well as implementing those examples in their current role. Multi-outlet decision-makers have shown to be more organized as standards are set to ensure consistency across outlets. Independent restaurant decision-makers, however, have more flexibility in implementing changes having more ability to adapt quicker to changes in the business environment.

Key Activities of Menu Management and Analysis
This section will depict the measures taken by restaurateurs in Kuala Lumpur when managing and analysing their menus considering the internal and external conditions. Decision-makers pointed out that the service industry is very much different from the manufacturing industry. The service industry relies highly on the human touch while the manufacturing industry relies
on the quality of machinery to operate efficiently. Hence, even when methods or even standard operating procedures (SOPs) are implemented, decision-makers face difficulties in achieving a profitable menu due to the unpredictable nature of human behaviours.

**Menu Development and Modification**

The main activity regularly undertaken by decision-makers was menu development and modification. Most decision-makers take considerable measures according to their capacity before confirming launching their menu items in order to mitigate major modifications to the menu in the future. An experienced manager decision maker emphasized that during the development phase, “there should be a reason to why each item is listed on the menu”. This is to ensure that there are no redundant or costly items to be maintained on the menu. This view is commonly supported by menu analysis experts advocating that ineffective menu items should be removed or modified (Kasavana & Smith, 1982; Miller, 1980; Pavesic, 1983). Similarly, many decision-makers shared that it is difficult to find a balance in providing quality food while achieving reasonable margins. Decisions were thus not made solely based on actual costs and figures as many decision-makers rely on a volume-based business to survive. Nevertheless, all participants agreed that providing quality food with affordable pricing is vital to keep customers coming back. Multi-outlet restaurant owner Hafiz mentioned that “It even makes the waiter’s job easier in upselling quality menu items”. This is because higher quality produce such as a steak’s marbling grade will be stated on the menu and hence require less explanation in regards of justifying the price.

Restaurants normally have a fixed timeline for modifying their menus; multi outlet restaurants maintain the same menu for a longer period while independent restaurants have the option to modify their menu every 3 to 6 months. Although Bernstein, Ottenfeld, & Witte (2008) suggested that customers often seek more variety in menu items, most of the decision-makers in the current study said that their returning customers prefer consistency in menus. As a result, most only modify their menus when the entire menu is reprinted. This means that unprofitable items would still be kept on the menu despite low performance in sales. This helps to explain why decision-makers were more cautious in menu development and were confident that only minor modifications were needed to adjust the menu specifications.

Responses show that multi outlet restaurants have more limitations in modifying their menus because of the need to ensure uniformity in executing new menu items and removing unprofitable menu items across all outlets. On the other hand, independent restaurants have more flexibility and control in adapting to the changing environment. From this standpoint, independent restaurants have an upper hand in creating more attractive menus to compete with multi outlet restaurants. Moreover, independent restaurants can take better measures to sell off unpopular menu items by offering flash promotions at cost price before discarding unprofitable menu items. Independent restaurant owner Jaafar pointed out that he was able to tackle slow moving menu items by immediately coming up with set meal promotions for the subsequent days. Multi-outlet restaurant owner Danny had to take strict measures in implementing promotions as they had to assure uniformity in offerings across the different outlets to maintain customer expectations. Firdaus, also a multi-outlet restaurant owner depicts that the implementation of promotions in multi-outlet restaurants are more time consuming, requires more considerations and the cooperation of all outlets. The drawback of this is that multi-outlet restaurants report different sales performance for the same menu item because the outlets are serving different demographics. Hence, a promotion may only benefit certain outlets while hurting other outlets.
Product Market Fit
Decision-makers share that there should be a focused concept when developing a menu. This concept should be consistent throughout the restaurant’s style of service and ambience. Majority of the participants share that they aim to create returning customers, and hence prefer to offer variations of familiar dishes on altered menus for different meal periods. This is true according to Bernstein, Ottenfeld, & Witte (2008) whereby customers often have higher perceived value there is more variety of menu items. However, most SME decision-makers stay away from peculiar and uncommon menu items. In order to make sure that menu items are suited for the target market, decision-makers from multi-outlet businesses experiments with new menu items separately to test customer acceptance before introducing it into the main menu. Danny revealed that, “normally, every quarter we will add some new products and test the market. For example, this month we launched a nasi lemak series on a separate menu, and we collect feedback from customers and monitor performance for 3 months, then we decide whether we will add it to the new menu for the following year.”
Multi-outlet restaurants often take more precaution when launching a new menu items as they need to ensure not to compromise on quality and efficiency when introducing new menu items across all outlets. On the other hand, independent restaurants were able to make spontaneous decisions offering items that are trending or in season at a good price. Jaafar highlighted that “For today, I decided to make a promotion on lamb chops, because yesterday I managed to buy in bulk lamb shoulders at a good price”. While both independent and multi-outlet restaurants try to constantly adjust their menus to attract and retain their customers, independent restaurants have the advantage in implementing more varied and attractive menu items within a shorter period.
An interesting finding was that several decision-makers supported the strategy of maintaining loss leaders within a menu. Loss leaders are menu items that generates volume but contribute low margins. Decision-makers have understood that they required loss leaders to attract returning customers into the restaurant and expects to compensate the profits by upselling other higher margin menu items. While this concept has been acknowledged by Ryan (1993) to help improve the performance of complementary menu items, it contradicts the assumptions of menu analysis methods (Cohen, Ghiselli, & Schwartz, 2006).

Access to Menu Ingredients
Having consistent access to the ingredients required by the newly developed menu is key to ensuring operational efficiency. Independent restaurant decision-makers prefer to order more from the same supplier to save time but not necessarily costs. On the other hand, multi-outlet restaurants would keep at least two suppliers for critical and fast-moving ingredients to ensure constant availability and best value. A major challenge in this area is the frequent price fluctuation of fresh produce making the role of menu costing difficult. This resulted in decision-makers having to order more frozen produce to reduce wastage. Decision-makers should however, factor in the volatility of costs to ensure that enough margin is enough for the restaurant to be profitable. Nevertheless, decision-makers suggested that it is important to maintain good supplier relationships so that restaurants negotiate better credit payment terms and receive updated information.
Menu Positioning, Marketing, and Presentation
Decision-makers suggestively agree that when menu items are developed or modified, follow up is needed to properly position, market and present the menu to showcase the concept or theme that the restaurant is focusing on. It supports in getting the right customer into the restaurant. In any case, the language and description of the menu should be easily understood by customers. Previous studies shown that detailed and well-presented menus were able to increase the perceived value (Iglesias & Guillén, 2004; Shoemaker, Dawson, & Johnson, 2005). Not only that, decision-makers emphasized that menu items with pictures perform better than menu items without pictures. This is true as studies have shown that better description, design and visuals of the menu significantly increases the likelihood of consumption (Guéguen, Jacob, & Ardiccioni, 2012; Reynolds, Merritt, & Pinckney, 2005).

Workplace Pride
Through compiling opinions from respondents, positioning of the menu also affects employee perception. Multi-outlet decision-makers supported that a well-positioned menu creates pride and loyalty for the workplace which reduces employee turnover. An establishment with a signature dish or focused menu will help qualify the most suitable employees for the restaurant. Hafiz added that, “people prefer to work for Japanese restaurants. they won’t work for local restaurant as they perceive it as a lower-class establishment. This is evident through looking at the average check, a Japanese restaurant makes per person 30, 40, 50 ringgits per person while in Old Town (famous local chain all day restaurant) they make 10, 15 ringgits per person”. The local restaurant industry workforce is more demanding in choosing their workplace as they seek for more reputable establishments to portray a higher status among their peers. This resulted in local restaurant owners having to seek help from family members and hire foreign workers to cover shortage of labour.

Menu Operational Efficiency, Effectiveness, and Consistency
All decision-makers possess various backgrounds, skills and capabilities which essentially translates into the management style of the entire restaurant. Nevertheless, in order to maintain efficiency, effectiveness and consistency, decision-makers agree that having standard operating procedures (SOP) are essential. This is where all decision-makers look to franchise and chain restaurants for reference in developing SOPs. Often, multi-outlet businesses have already an organized workflow are well aware of their costs. Multi-outlet businesses take longer time to change SOPs and are less adaptable to unexpected circumstances compared to independent businesses.

SOPs Developed based on Employee Capability and Attitude
According to Namkung & Jang, (2010) service failures especially during the meal consumption phase, will result in the depreciation of customer satisfaction discouraging returning customers. Every employee possesses various backgrounds, skills and capabilities. Therefore, it is important for decision-makers to allocate responsibilities according to the skills and capability of every employee. Participants suggest that knowledgeable and capable employees were able to drive more menu sales. Not only that, decision-makers must adapt their management style in consideration of the existing employees. Because as we realized, employees in Kuala Lumpur were very multicultural, and hence have different workstyles and cultures. A younger aged decision maker expressed that sometimes there were difficulties in...
managing and giving orders to older aged employees. Furthermore, many participants found that it was challenging to get the team to move the same direction and look at the same goal. With that in mind, decision-makers would look to implementing strict SOPs. However, findings show that the success of executing SOPs were also dependent on the capabilities and skills of employees. Therefore, SOPs should always be developed according to both the requirements of the menu item with the restaurant and employee’s capability in mind. For example, the number of available cooks must be able to cope with the forecasted demand for a meal period. All these challenges may result in occasional operational breakdown and eventually weakens the performance of menu items.

**Menu Performance Tracking**

The point of sale (POS) system is an essential tool for the restaurant industry. While all decision-makers agree that full utilization of the POS will help in better decision making, many participants admit that they do not have the time to key in specific cost data into the POS system especially for smaller sized restaurants. Nevertheless, it should be noted that decision-makers should not rely only on POS data as more justification is needed to help describe what reflected the sales performance. Usage of the POS data with qualitative data from employees and considerations such as past public holidays, weather conditions and events will provide better insights for future decision making.

**Menu Pricing and Costing**

The most intricate part of managing a menu is deciding on the pricing and costing of the intended menu items. Decision-makers reveal that their pricing and costing of menu items are often done concurrently, whereby they set prices based on market trends and affordability and then adjusts costing to allow for enough margin. Due to the lack of resources, a very innovative practice done by one of the independent decision-makers who has a F&B background shared that they set pricing based on established restaurants of similar concept, because they believe that established restaurants have properly accounted costs. Another participant who operates multi-outlet restaurants had instead set menu prices and costs based on a targeted profit margin for every menu item. This means that they can maintain fair pricing while providing adequate level of service and quality of food. A simpler method done by independent restaurants were to calculate total sales and total costs for a certain period to determine performance of the menu. Once the parameters for menu pricing and costing were determined, decision-makers would then operate and adjust menu specifications as needed depending on staff capability, ingredient seasonality, upcoming events or holidays and trending news.

**Time is Money**

While Vaughn, Raab, & Nelson's (2010) view of applying activity based costing to support kitchen operations seemed feasible, it may be impractical to be implemented by practitioners in Kuala Lumpur. Decision-makers expressed that it was impractical to account for all costs into the pricing of menu items. Nevertheless, it is important to have good understanding of the potential costs associated to producing the developed menu items. Looking from a practical perspective, it was instead more important to be able to control and adjust costs accordingly adapting to the business and operational environment. For example, decision-makers must take measures to decide on purchasing more expensive pre-made ingredients to save time or cheaper raw ingredients which would incur time costs for preparation.
Similarly, decision maker faces the dilemma of managing inexperienced employees whereby their capabilities impact efficiency. Incapable employees would take longer time to prepare and serve food reducing the revenue generated per hour while increasing the labour cost of operating a menu. This phenomenon is fairly common as past studies suggested implementing data envelopment analysis to measure the efficiency of labour in regard to sales (Fang & Hsu, 2012). However, the complications and knowledge required to apply such methods makes it impossible for practitioners to implement without a dedicated analyst. A common practice done by multi-outlet decision-makers are to account for part-time and full-time labour costs, incurred fixed and variable costs daily. This is in order to better understand the performance of employees as well as popularity of menu items depending on the day of week.

Pricing Acceptance and Value Perception Fit
A past study by Heo et al. (2013) show that a change in menu pricing influence customer value perception while scarcity in restaurant capacity do not affect any perceived value. Similarly, participants in this study agreed that it is important to consider the value perception of the target market when determining pricing. Higher quality items sold at higher prices may not seem affordable, while low quality items at sold cheap prices may not be appealing. Interestingly, certain low margin items that are expected of the customers cannot be charged high prices despite high demand, and menu items that have low cost may have high price perception from the consumers view. Hafiz, a multi-outlet restaurant owner decision maker made a strong point sharing that “You see even sometimes I can sell spaghetti, which costs less than curry noodles to produce. Curry noodles has more ingredients, actually takes longer time to cook incurring more food and labour costs, but people expect curry noodles cannot be that expensive. But spaghetti, customers say that its western food, hence they are more willing to pay more” Customers in certain market or locations may not appreciate the quality of food, hence there may be a potential opportunity to reduce costs on certain ingredients. Finally, it was also recommended to predefine costing guidelines to ensure that the developed menu items can be maintained within a focused price range to retain positioning among the target demographic. Intan, an experienced restaurant manager stressed that “Certain places you see have really cheap prices for menu items, but when it comes to salmon or unagi dishes, its super high price, because they tell you its fresh from Norway or Japan, so there’s a huge price gap. These menu items do not make sense on a fast-casual restaurant.” The huge price gap across menu items will create confusion for diners and more wastage in kitchen operations as excessively priced items are often slow moving. Decision makers must find a balance between quality and price that suit their target demographic. Having persistence in justifying the menu pricing through providing exceptional value is vital to create loyal customers. As all participants agree, loyal customers are less price sensitive and they never aim to win customers through offering cheap prices.

Higher Margins Provide more Flexibility
Margins allow a business to survive, and hence decision-makers often try to ensure that the profit margins for menu items are enough for growing the business. Multi-outlet decision-makers make a very good point in emphasizing the need to allocate enough margins when setting the prices of menu items to overcome unforeseen circumstances. This was to prevent the sudden need to raise prices on the menu or suffer thin margins when unfortunate events occur. As suggested by researchers as well, there will be a need to implement a cost control
system and set aside budgets to cover unexpected costs (Borchgrevink & Anchill, 2008; T. A. Jones, 2008). To do this, constant monitoring of direct competitor prices will provide greater insight to how much extra that a restaurant can charge. The allotted margins after all cost of goods sold should cover all expenses and not limited to overhead, maintenance, research and development, insurance as well as professional fees depending on the business environment of the restaurant.

**Discussion**

Referring to Figure 5, findings show that decision-makers in Kuala Lumpur manage and analyse menus through constantly performing four key activities, (1) menu development and modification; (2) menu positioning, marketing, and presentation; (3) menu operational efficiency, effectiveness, and consistency; (4) menu pricing and costing. The main themes that emerged among the four key activities emphasized the importance of considering the people and environmental conditions both internally and externally when performing all key activities of menu management and analysis. This is to say that decision-makers must be flexible in adapting to ever changing and unpredictable situations that surface from both the people and business environment where the restaurant is operating. Employees and stakeholders refer to all associated team members that operates the menu and restaurant. Restaurant resources and condition considers all existing equipment, resources, and capability in executing the menu. The target market and consumers are the diners who consume the menu, providing the main source of revenue sustaining the restaurant. Finally, the competitive business environment is the uncontrollable surrounding where the menu and restaurant is operated in.

**Conclusion**

This paper attempted to gather insights from practitioners about practices in menu management collectively combining the key activities of menu management and analysis. Findings show that, practitioners do not actually follow any method, but they practice, mix and match suitable methods to be applied based on their background, knowledge and experience considering the internal and external factors as well.

A review of approaches and methods presented indicates that existing methods of menu analysis have been mostly quantitative based whereby more qualitative methods are needed to support better decision making (Mifli, 2001; Taylor & Brown, 2007). As agreed by Ozdemir & Caliskan (2014), it is important to establish a balanced strategy through understanding the
external environment and internal functions of a restaurant. Through this study, findings were able to show that practitioners do operate their menus with heavy considerations of the business environment, but only lack the knowledge to conduct effective menu analysis. Another key finding from this study was that sourcing for good human resources posed to be challenging because employee loyalty is hard to maintain especially when SMEs do not have an established brand or presence in the market. Decision-makers struggle to train and keep employees for a long term and resulted in hiring foreign unskilled labours. Multi-outlet decision-makers posed to be more organized and strategic while independent decision-makers showed great capability to be adaptive and resourceful to maintain operational efficiency despite not consistently implementing SOPs. Finally, allocating the right amount of margin for menu items seemed to be vital to overcome unexpected circumstances within the business environment. At the same time, managing a good balance of price and consumer perception will create return customers.

On the other hand, it is noticed that decision-makers were not very familiar with the concept of revenue management. Although decision-makers try their best to optimize revenues through organizing events, providing external catering, and upselling menu items, however, these mentions were not impactfully executed with strategy. Similarly, in line with Ryu, Jang, & Sanchez (2004), the notion of forecasting for demand was still foreign to practitioners in Kuala Lumpur. This may result in more wastage and the challenge of justifying the need to hire more employees.

Limitations and Future Research
This preliminary study poses several limitations as it highlights only menu management functions within SME restaurants in Kuala Lumpur. The findings suggested are not to generalize and are limited based on participant’s views. Propositions of this paper are to explore the challenges faced by practitioners to support the development of menu management methods for independent SME restaurants.

As highlighted by Etemad-Sajadi (2018) and Raab & Zemke (2016), the sophisticated methods of menu analysis and revenue management posed to be relatively impractical to be implemented in restaurants on a day to day basis. Hence through this exploratory study, further research can be done to probe in depth on each of the key considerations of menu management. This can support the development of a practicality assessment model that helps decision-makers to gauge the conditions of their restaurant to determine the most suitable menu management and analysis considerations.

Furthermore, Ozdemir & Caliskan (2014) emphasized that there is a need to study the domain of menu management as a whole comprising planning, pricing, designing, operating and analysis of menus. Taking note of Noone & Maier’s (2015) restaurant revenue management decision framework, a solution that encompasses all critical components and key considerations for menu management and analysis can be developed to provide guidance for SME restaurant practitioners particularly in Kuala Lumpur. This can be in the form of a comprehensive menu profitability management framework developed through combining both menu analysis and revenue management concepts incorporating qualitative and quantitative data.

Theoretical and Contextual Contribution
Based on the findings from this study, menu analysis and revenue management concepts are concurrently implemented and selectively applied in SME restaurants when viewed from a
practical perspective. This shows that MA and RM methods within existing literature are not fully implemented on a practical capacity. This is because SME restaurants often have limited resources and capabilities resulting in making reactive decisions rather than devising preventive strategies.

This study found that when using MA and RM to make menu management decisions in SME restaurants, considering the people and business environment factors would help produce actionable decisions with sound justifications.

As there is no one size fits all approach, menu management decisions and strategies are often devised based on existing capabilities and experience of the decision makers. Employing a mix of qualitative and quantitative methodology are essential for making better judgment on the viability of a strategy.

The developed menu management model depicted in figure 5 presents the potential domains of consideration when making menu management related decisions. This is especially useful for small scale establishments with limited resources. Keeping these considerations in mind will yield more pragmatic and accountable decisions.
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